Messrs. E. & S. Livingstone, 16 and 17 Teviot Place, Edinburgh, the publishers of this well-known series have just provided an attractive showcase in which the complete series of 60-odd separate parts and also the bound volumes of certain subjects are adequately displayed.
Every medical bookseller in the country is in possession of one of these showcases so that purchasers will now have the opportunity of seeing and handling the series without difficulty or inconvenience.
Attractive showcards and prospectuses have also been circulated and prospectuses are still available for anyone who may wish to have them.
In this series over twenty thousand questions of interest and importance to every medical student are answered, ensuring rapid revision of any subject in the minimum of time and with the maximum results. The popularity of this Catechism Series has been long established among all classes of medical students, and the additional publicity which it is now receiving will no doubt add greatly to its already wide circulation.
